Travel For **CHANGE**

Travel experiences with locals that create a social impact
It started with a passion for travel and a desire to give back.
More travelers feel like a tourist and seek authentic local travel experiences that make a positive impact, yet they don’t know how to find them.

- Skift, The Rise Of Experiential Travel -
For every $100 spent on holiday by tourists from a developed country, only about $5 actually stays in the destination.

- United Nations Environmental Program -
WHO WE ARE

Our platform connects travelers with local people and communities in developing countries across Asia and Africa that provide authentic, local experiences to travelers while generating a sustainable income for local people.

100% of the money that locals ask for their experiences, they receive. Our fee is added on top.
OUR SOLUTION

- Select from a broad range of experiences
- Easily find & book authentic travel experiences
- Leave a positive impact & create lasting memories
- Earn a fair wage as 100% of the money they ask they receive
- Provide employment
- Receive training & education
- Need money, employment, skills
We strive to bridge the gap between cultures and bring people together allowing them to create deeper connections and lasting memories.

Travel has the unique ability to strengthen economies and improve the quality of life in communities all over the world. We want to empower locals by giving them direct access.

We believe in the transformational power of travel. Immersing in the life of locals facilitates better understanding and gives travelers a new perspective.

Travel has the unique ability to strengthen economies and improve the quality of life in communities all over the world. We want to empower locals by giving them direct access.
$3T\quad 10\%\quad 75\%\quad 7\%$

into emerging markets\quad of global GDP\quad seek authentic experiences\quad yearly growth rate

TRAVEL FOR IMPACT
HOWEVER...

Many people at the bottom of the pyramid are still excluded at the moment DUE TO LANGUAGE BARRIER, INTERNET ACCESS, LACK OF EDUCATION.

With our ActionAid partnership

We include this group and make impact at scale.
Developing Virtual experiences on forgotten places and traditions

Empowering our hosts via online training to develop their digital skills (100 cameras, Google)

Social media live interviews with hosts in rural destinations to tell their stories from across the world

Virtual travel with Google to our destinations with stories from our hosts
OUR IMPACT TO DATE

- 4,000+ Local people impacted
- 19 Countries
- $90 A host receives on average per booking
- 14,500+ Travelers
MEET OUR HOSTS
With the money I earn via I Like Local I am able to provide food, clothes and a warm bed to the orphan girls that I give a home to.

- Rekha, Local Host (Nepal) -
THE SDG’S WE FOCUS ON
OUR PRESS COVERAGE

And 70+ other publications
LET’S MAKE AN IMPACT TOGETHER.

Collaborate with our team to inspire large scale change via travel that benefits local communities throughout Africa & Asia.

+254 727 220 795

sanne@i-likelocal.com

Nairobi, Kenya

i-likelocal.com